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The intervertebral disc (IVD) has a complex and multiscale extracellular matrix structure which provides
unique mechanical properties to withstand physiological loading. Low back pain has been linked to
degeneration of the disc but reparative treatments are not currently available. Characterising the disc’s
3D microstructure and its response in a physiologically relevant loading environment is required to
improve understanding of degeneration and to develop new reparative treatments. In this study, tech-
niques for imaging the native IVD, measuring internal deformation and mapping volumetric strain were
applied to an in situ compressed ex vivo rat lumbar spine segment. Synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography
(synchrotron CT) was used to resolve IVD structures at microscale resolution. These image data enabled
3D quantification of collagen bundle orientation and measurement of local displacement in the annulus
fibrosus between sequential scans using digital volume correlation (DVC). The volumetric strain mapped
from synchrotron CT provided a detailed insight into the micromechanics of native IVD tissue. The DVC
findings showed that there was no slipping at lamella boundaries, and local strain patterns were of a sim-
ilar distribution to the previously reported elastic network with some heterogeneous areas and maxi-
mum strain direction aligned with bundle orientation, suggesting bundle stretching and sliding. This
method has the potential to bridge the gap between measures of macro-mechanical properties and the
local 3D micro-mechanical environment experienced by cells. This is the first evaluation of strain at
the micro scale level in the intact IVD and provides a quantitative framework for future IVD degeneration
mechanics studies and testing of tissue engineered IVD replacements.

Statement of Significance

Synchrotron in-line phase contrast X-ray tomography provided the first visualisation of native intact
intervertebral disc microstructural deformation in 3D. For two annulus fibrosus volumes of interest, col-
lagen bundle orientation was quantified and local displacement mapped as strain. Direct evidence of
microstructural influence on strain patterns could be seen such as no slipping at lamellae boundaries
and maximum strain direction aligned with collagen bundle orientation. Although disc elastic structures
were not directly observed, the strain patterns had a similar distribution to the previously reported
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elastic network. This study presents technical advances and is a basis for future X-ray microscopy, struc-
tural quantification and digital volume correlation strain analysis of soft tissue.
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1. Introduction

Chronic low back pain which affects a large proportion of the
population is associated with age-related structural changes in
the degenerated intervertebral disc (IVD) [1,2]. Currently, there
are no reparative treatments for IVD degeneration which is man-
aged with symptomatic pain relief and surgery with poor out-
comes of 12% requiring reoperation and over a third of which
progress to lumbar fusion [3,4].

The IVD provides flexibility in the spine whilst transmitting and
attenuating loads from body weight and physical activity. The non-
linear viscoelastic behaviour of the disc allows flexibility at low
loads and maintains structural integrity with increasing rate and
magnitude of loading [5–8]. Regional anisotropic mechanical prop-
erties transmit and distribute forces [9–12]. These unique mechan-
ical properties are defined by the IVD’s complex and multiscale
extracellular matrix (ECM) structure. Yet, direct observation of
IVD structural deformation under load has been limited by 2D imag-
ing or 3D studies of small extracted samples and strain analysis
methods.

Located in the centre of the IVD, the nucleus pulposus (NP)which
is rich in proteoglycans, primarily aggrecan, whose hydrophilicity
causes high osmotic pressure to the surrounding tissue. The NP is
surroundedby theannulusfibrosus (AF); a ringoffibrocartilagewith
lamellar architecture. Collagen I fibres form aligned bundles which
have alternating oblique orientation between adjacent lamellae
(Fig. 1a) [13,14]. Between the lamellar structures there are fibrous
interconnecting bridges mainly consisting of elastin [15,16]. As the
spine is loaded, cartilage endplates at the vertebrae distribute the
load and the hydrostatic pressure generated in theNP is transmitted
to a circumferential stress in theAF [17–20]. Residual stress in theAF
helps to safely distribute the high pressures from the NP [21].
Recently, detailed studies of the distribution and organisation of
elastic fibres in the IVD have been used to infer their role for struc-
tural integrity and tissue mechanics [22,23].

Microstructural deformation mechanisms of the AF under ten-
sion have been observed using optical microscopy [24–26]. How-
ever, a balance must be made between sample interaction and
compromising native mechanics when studying microstructural
deformation of a tissue [27]. These studies were 2D and required
segments of tissue to be dissected, which means that it is not pos-
sible to characterise 3D tissue structure and observe deformations
outside of the imaging plane. Furthermore, the tissue should be
intact to preserve residual strain for physiological loading condi-
tions [21] and forces from surrounding tissue such as ligaments
[28]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used to map
strain in an intact disc but resolution was limited (�200 mm) and
unable to resolve the disc’s multiscale hierarchical structure of
lamellae, collagen bundles and fibrils, and therefore unable to
map strain at microscale resolution [9,29]. More recently the 3D
microstructure of ovine IVD was successfully reconstructed using
ultrahigh field MRI (100 mm resolution) [30,31].

X-ray micro-tomography (mCT) has been used for 3D character-
isation of the IVD with the use of contrast agents [32,33] but
microstructure characterisation was limited. Recent advances in
mCT imaging have meant it is possible to image the 3D microstruc-
ture of native soft tissues [34,35]. Soft tissues are challenging to
image using mCT as they weakly absorb X-rays and they exhibit
stress relaxation during long scans (hours for laboratory sources)
ley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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where microstructure may move, resulting in image artefacts
[36]. In-line phase contrast imaging can resolve structures in soft
tissue due to variations in X-ray refractive index which alter the
wave front and, with sufficient propagation past the sample, Fres-
nel fringes occur giving contrast enhancement at the edges of
structures [37–40]. A high flux source, such as synchrotron,
reduces overall scan time due to shorter exposures meaning that
motion artefacts from tissue stress relaxation are lessened.

The objective of this study was to use synchrotron mCT (syn-
chrotron CT) with in-line phase contrast to resolve the native struc-
ture of an intact IVD inside a spine segment and quantify
microstructural deformationunder applied sequential compression.
Importantly, this provides the first direct observation of AF
microstructural deformation in an intact IVD which includes the
mechanical influence of surrounding spinal tissues. Three-
dimensional quantification of AF deformation using digital volume
correlation offers analysis of how strain is transferred through
native tissue and the cellular environment. The novel imaging and
strain analysis presented here builds on inferences from 2D tech-
niques and 3D studies of small extracted samples concerning struc-
tural characterisation and IVD mechanical function. It is hoped that
future application of these methods and detailed observations will
help predict the likely mechanical causes of IVD degeneration and
positively impact on the design and testing of tissue engineered
IVD replacements [41,42] with a wider impact on soft tissue biome-
chanics studies.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Tissue and materials

RetiredSprague-Dawley rats (8 week-old,male) fromtheUniver-
sity ofManchester Biological Services Facilitywere culled by carbon
dioxide inhalation following theUniversity’sAnimalResearchPolicy
and the UK Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. The lumbar
spinewas dissected en bloc, snap frozen and stored at�80 �C. Spines
were thawed before using a high precision diamond cutting blade
(Accumtom-50; Struers, UK) to dissect lumbar segments (L2/L3,
L3/L4) by cutting through the vertebral bodies. A slow feed speed
(0.01 mm/s) and rotation blade speed (1500 rpm) with water cool-
ing was used to minimise potential damage to the sample. Excess
muscle tissue was removed from the spine segments, leaving a thin
layer of muscle and ligaments intact. This layer of tissue was left
intact to prevent the IVD from drying. Samples had approximate
dimensions of 10 mm height, 12 mm circumference (IVD 1 mm
and 6 mm respectively), were then set in a customised sample
holder using non-exothermic epoxy resin (Ultra Repair; Loctite, UK).

2.2. Equipment and testing

An in situ compression stage Deben CT5000 (Deben, UK) with a
500 N load cell provided precise displacement control (300 nm res-
olution) with force readout (accuracy 1% of full scale range). Cus-
tom machined sample holders aided sample alignment. Samples
were held under cumulative compression using the bottom plate.
A 1 N preload (�1/3 of the animal’s body weight) was applied to
ensure the sample was securely in place. The compression was
held for 20 min to account for tissue stress relaxation. A stress
relaxation period was required so that the sample did not move
rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
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Fig. 1. Structure of native intervertebral disc; a) schematic of the IVD, b) rendered tomogram, c) virtual slices taken from three anatomical positions, d) sagittal, e) transverse
and f) radial.
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during the scan. A slow strain rate of 0.00167 strain/s
(0.1 mm/min) was used during compression to minimise peak
force response and stress relaxation time. Two scans were taken
at this reference load (D0). The sample was then compressed by
Please cite this article as: C. M. Disney, A. Eckersley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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0.02 mm (2% strain) displacement and 12 min allowed for stress
relaxation before scanning (D1). The 2% strain compression, stress
relaxation period and scanning were repeated a further 3 times
(D2–D4). The compression stage recorded the force throughout
rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
iomaterialia, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2019.05.021
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the experiment which showed the stress relaxation of the tissue
during compression before scanning (Fig. 2a).
2.3. In-line phase contrast synchrotron micro-tomography

The Diamond-Manchester Branchline I13-2 [43,44] at Diamond
Light Source was used to acquire native rat lumbar IVD syn-
chrotron micro-tomographic data (synchrotron CT). Compared
with micro-focus tube sources, synchrotron radiation has high flux,
high coherence and allows large propagation distances and is able
to resolve native soft tissue microstructures using in-line phase
contrast techniques. Pink beam (8–30 keV) with an undulator
gap of 5 mm was filtered (1.34 mm pyrolytic graphite, 3.2 mm alu-
minium, 0.14 mm iron) to reduce beam damage. Dose during align-
ment was minimised by firstly using a laser (rather than X-rays)
with manual adjustments of the sample holder on the beamline,
and then using projections under lowered dose conditions (large
undulator gap and use of slits).

Imaging was conducted at 4 � total magnification with a pco.
edge 5.5 (PCO AG, Germany) detector (sCMOS sensor of
2560 � 2160 pixels), using a 2 � objective coupled to a 500 lm
CdWO4 scintillator, mounted ahead of a second 2� lens. This gave
a field of view of 4.2 � 3.5 mm (effective pixel size 1.625 lm) that
encompassed the entire width of the sample. Exposure time for
each projection was set to 0.15 s, giving �50% saturation in flat-
field images. A total of 8001 projections were recorded over 180�
continuous rotation (‘fly scan’) to provide a high signal:noise
reconstruction [45]. The last image was not used for reconstruc-
tion, but was compared to the first to check for sample deforma-
tion, bulk movements and beam damage. Propagation (sample-
to-scintillator) distance was set to 500 mm which was chosen by
increasing in 100 mm increments until there was sufficient in-
line phase contrast to resolve the IVD microstructure. Scans were
performed after sample compression and stress relaxation
(Fig. 2). The projections were reconstructed with dark- and flat-
field correction and ring artefact suppression using the Diamond
Light Source software DAWN [46,47].
Fig. 2. In situ loading; a) force reading from sequential compression, b) seque

Please cite this article as: C. M. Disney, A. Eckersley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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2.4. Image processing and DVC analysis

Contrast range was adjusted to minimum and maximum grey
values of IVD structures. Light median filtering (1 pixel radius)
was used to remove noise. Avizo 8.0 (FEI Visualization Sciences
Group, Mérignac Cedex, France) was used to visualise and render
the image data. For renderings in Figs. 1 and 2, endplates and
IVD were segmented based on grey level and the IVD colour map
was chosen to be semi-transparent so that internal structures
could be seen. Two cube volumes were selected from the AF for
analysis (Fig. 3a–c).

Bundle orientation in both cubes was analysed using the XFiber
Extension in Avizo 8.0 [48,49]. Cylinder Correlation (length 40 pix-
els, angular sampling 5�, mask of 10 pixels and 8 pixels outer
radius) was used to enhance fibre-like structures. Fibres were
traced from initial seed points above correlation coefficient of 40
(>30 to continue tracing). A low (0.2) direction coefficient and
30� search angle was chosen to trace straighter structures and
results filtered to have a minimum fibre length of 20 pixels. Orien-
tation of each traced structure is given by theta (h), angle with the z
axis, and phi (u), angle in the x-y plane. Orientation angle was
transformed to the lamella-local coordinate system (Fig. 3d) and
plotted as a histogram (Fig. 4).

Displacement of structures between images was tracked using
digital volume correlation (DVC) Collaborative Computational Pro-
ject in Tomographic Imaging (CCPi) supported code [50,51]. Point
locations were set up for the centres of sub-volumes which were
independently tracked between consecutive image volumes in 6
degrees of freedom (3 translation and 3 rotation) by optimisation
of the normalised sum of squared difference function. DVC was
conducted with high-performance cubic spline interpolation
allowing displacement measurement to sub-voxel precision. Tricu-
bic interpolation of the grey-level values with 2500 points in each
sub-volume was found to be a sufficient number of points. Prelim-
inary analysis with a smaller number of sub-volumes (1000 s) and
different sub-volume sizes showed that 20 pixels (Fig. 5a) had reli-
able tracking whilst maintaining high tracking resolution for the
AF. Points (�133,000) were evenly distributed throughout the cube
nce of 3D renders of the disc being compressed from the lower endplate.

rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
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Fig. 3. Volumes of interest selected for analysis and defining a local coordinate system: a) transverse slice showing position of medial and lateral cube volumes, b) rendered
medial cube, c) rendered lateral cube and d) global and local lamella coordinate system.
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Fig. 4. Bundle orientation varies with anatomical location: a, d) two alternating orientations of collagen bundles shown by clipping in the lamella plane, b, e) all traced
bundles are shown with view in lamella plane, and c, f) bundle orientation for D0 and D4 after rotation transformation to lamella local coordinate system where phi u is in-
plane angle. a–c) shows medial volume of interest, d–f) shows lateral volume of interest. Cube volumes have 320 lm dimensions.
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volumes with average spacing of 4 pixels (Fig. 5b). The displace-
ments were then added onto the original positions of each sub-
volume and the process repeated for the next compression steps.
Please cite this article as: C. M. Disney, A. Eckersley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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DVC between the two scans at D0 serves to test the validity of
the analysis. The second scan at D0 was then used as the reference
for the compression sequence.
rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
iomaterialia, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2019.05.021
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Fig. 5. Tracking displacement using DVC: a) sub-volume used for tracking was a 20 pixel (32 lm) cube shown by the orange box on the image data, b) tracking points had a 4
pixel (6.4 lm) spacing, c) mean and standard deviation of tracking residual for all compression steps, and d) median and interquartile range for displacement values in the
local lamella coordinate system. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2.5. Transformation to local coordinates and strain calculation

Displacement data was transformed using an angle-axis rotation
in Avizo to a local coordinate system so that lamellae bundles were
in the x-y plane (Fig. 3d). Strain was calculated using MATLAB
R2018a (Mathworks Inc., Natick,Massachusetts, USA). The displace-
ment vectors were interpolated (natural) to a regular-spaced grid of
3 pixels, a median filter was applied to remove outliers followed by
Gaussian as a low-pass filter (both with 3,3,3 neighbourhood). The
displacement gradient (1) across the image volume was calculated
to find the Lagrangian finite strain tensor (2) for each location.
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L ¼ 1
2
½D þ DT þDTD� ð2Þ

Eigenvectors and values gave the maximum principle vectors
and strain which were saved as 32-bit unsigned images for
visualisation.
2.6. Statistical analysis

Mean and standard deviation of bundle reorientation was calcu-
lated for single lamellae.Mean and standard deviation of DVC track-
ing residual was calculated and displayed in Fig. 5c. Median and
interquartile range was calculated for DVC displacement values in
Fig. 5d.
rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
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3. Results

3.1. Synchrotron micro-tomography of native IVD within the spine
segment

Using in-line phase contrast synchrotron micro-tomography
(synchrotron CT), the structure of native IVD within a spine seg-
ment was resolved, with overall structure presented in Fig. 1b.
The porous endplates are mineralised and as such absorb X-rays
meaning that they were readily resolved. The non-mineralised AF
and NP are weakly X-ray attenuating and thus were resolved by
increasing structure edge contrast using in-line phase contrast
techniques. Virtual slices can be taken from any location in the vol-
ume to show their 3D structural organisation (Fig. 1c). A central
region with higher grey values and fibres organised radially out-
wards indicates the NP which is surrounded by the lamella AF
structure (Supplementary Fig. 1). A sagittal slice shows the thick-
ness of the disc with lamellae running from the upper endplate
to the lower endplate (Fig. 1d). Transverse slices show concentric
layers of the AF around the NP (Fig. 1e). A radial slice reveals the
structure within lamellae where there is an alternating orientation
of collagen bundles (Fig. 1f).
Video 2. AF collagen bundles traced in the medial volume of interest (cube with
3.2. In situ loading; tomography after stress relaxation

IVD structures were resolved in a series of time lapse scans dur-
ing compression of the spine segment. As expected, samples had a
viscoelastic stress relaxation response to each cumulative compres-
sion step with an initial force peak which decreased over time
(Fig. 2a). The scans were taken after stress relaxation (12 minutes)
and showed no movement or slipping of the sample in the holder.
The IVD was compressed from the bottom endplate with minimal
bending (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Video 1). Contrast in the NP
decreased and an increasing number of streaking artefacts were
present from the highly absorbing endplate after each compression
step.
Video 1. Sequence of 3D renders of a rat spine segment being compressed from the
lower endplate.

320 mm dimensions).

Video 3. AF collagen bundles traced in the lateral volume of interest (cube with
320 mm dimensions).
3.3. Lamellae bundle angle

Two cube volumes from different anatomical areas (Fig. 3a–c)
were chosen for bundle analysis at ‘zero’ compression (D0) and the
final compression step (D4). The alternating orientation of lamellae
Please cite this article as: C. M. Disney, A. Eckersley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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bundles could be observed and extracted using fibre tracing analysis
(Fig. 4, SupplementaryVideos 2&3). Bundle orientation canbe com-
pared between the twovolumes after transformation to a local coor-
dinate system where u is the angle in the lamella plane measured
from the horizontal axis. A bi-modal distribution centred roughly
at 0� was shown for both volumes (Fig. 4c & f). The two peaks for
themedial cube indicated a steeper inclination (55� and�65�)when
compared to the lateral cube (20� and�30�). Fig. 4c & f do not showa
notable change in bundle angle after sample compression. However,
when average orientation of separate lamella were taken, bundles
reoriented by 0.9� ± 0.4�.
rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
iomaterialia, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2019.05.021
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3.4. Digital volume correlation: displacement of structures can be
tracked and mapped as strain

An overview of the image processing and DVC-based strain
results are shown in Supplementary Video 4. Evenly distributed
points within the two cube volumes were tracked using DVC
(Fig. 5b) with an overall mean tracking residual of 0.0042 for the
medial cube and 0.0038 for the lateral cube. Mean tracking residual
and standard deviation are shown in Fig. 5c. Residual values do not
increase or change distribution in comparison with the repeat scan
(D0). Median displacement relative to the local coordinate system
of each cube is plotted in Fig. 5d and interquartile range marked
with error bars. There is a relatively low magnitude for lower loads
which gradually increases for higher loads, moving out of the range
of the repeat scan. The difference between displacement directions
shows the anisotropic mechanical behaviour of the AF. The radial
displacement (w0) shows that the AF bulges outwards with increas-
ing load. Highest displacement is in the loading direction (v0)
whilst the greatest variation (interquartile range) is in the horizon-
tal direction of lamellae plane (u0). Note, these displacement values
are relative to the original image data and not displacement within
the cube volumes. Nevertheless, variation in displacement values
indicates that there is relative movement within tracking points.
Strain measurement removes this problem by providing an accu-
rate description of local changes in displacement.
Video 4. Overview of the work in this paper is presented; i) A transverse slice
shows the IVD structures resolved using synchrotron CT, ii) a medial cube volume of
interest is selected and bundle analysis shown, iii) points are setup in the cube and
sub-volume size is defined for displacement tracking using digital volume
correlation, iv) after displacement of each point was found over all compression
steps (4 x 2% strain), Lagrangian maximum principle strain and associated vectors
were calculated and plotted with the image data.
Maximum principle strain and vectors, transformed to the local
lamellae coordinate system, were calculated and mapped along-
side the image data (Figs. 6 & 7). Overall the strain patterns are
heterogeneous and not localised to lamellae boundaries. Vector
components are displayed in a histogram to show overall strain
values, where the medial cube (Fig. 6a) has areas of greater radial
strain (ez0) than the lateral cube (Fig. 7a). Maximum principle strain
appears to localise and span radially across several lamellae in a
network at roughly 60 mm spacing. Maximum principle strain vec-
tors for the lateral cube align with the collagen bundle structure
(Fig. 7d & f).

4. Discussion

4.1. Novel 3D imaging of intact native IVD microstructure

Imaging of the disc in a spine segment was possible using syn-
chrotron micro-tomography (synchrotron CT) as a non-destructive
Please cite this article as: C. M. Disney, A. Eckersley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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(without sectioning) technique. Different regions of the disc – end-
plate, NP and AF – have been identified (Fig. 1b). Naveh et al. [35]
were also able to resolve these structures in native mouse IVD
using laboratory mCT. In comparison, the synchrotron CT presented
here clearly resolved the detailed AF hierarchical microstructure,
such as lamellae bundles. Bundles could be traced in 3D which,
to our knowledge, has not been achieved before. The NP appears
to have a central region with higher grey values thought to be clus-
tering of cells and there is some evidence of extra cellular matrix
structure. Consistent with optical and MRI studies [30,52,53],
fibres are organised from the centre radially outwards. These fibres
are most evident in the vertical and anterior-to-posterior direction
(Supplementary Fig. 1).

Yet, there are two observations to note. The calcified endplates
are highly X-ray absorbing which reduced flux through the IVD and
caused streaking artefacts. Additionally, NP contrast decreased
after each compression step (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Video 1). This
may be due to calcified material entering the beam path as the
sample is compressed, increasing the severity of streaking artefacts
and obscuring the NP. These artefacts are common in samples
where sudden changes in X-ray absorption, such as metal implants
[54], are observed. Image quality could be improved in future stud-
ies by removing the posterior elements which protrude from the
vertebrae into the beam path and by carefully aligning the sample
in the beam so that endplates run parallel with the beam.

Previous imaging studies which observed microstructure defor-
mation were performed in 2D and required tissue dissection. Test-
ing whole spine segments meant that the disc was maintained in
its native physiological environment and loaded with the curved
endplates. Furthermore, dissection of IVD tissue releases AF resid-
ual strain [21] which has regional variation, effecting bundle
organisation [55,56]. Also, although MRI is capable of imaging
intact samples, resolution is limited to �200 mm which only allows
for macro-scale strain analysis and quantification [9,29,57]. A
recent ultrahigh field MRI study however achieved 100 mm resolu-
tion, resolving ovine lamellae bundles [30]. The higher synchrotron
CT resolution presented here of �5–6 mm, determined from the
smallest resolved feature (bundle width), enabled resolution of
rat IVD microstructure (Fig. 1d–f).

4.2. Lamellae bundle angle depends on anatomical position

Lamellae bundle angle has previously been shown to vary with
circumferential position [10,13,58–60] but not radially towards the
nucleus with the exception of a single dated study [14] and a
recent study using ultrahigh field MRI of an intact disc [30]
(Table 1). Fibre tracing image analysis showed that lamellae bun-
dle angle varied from ±55–65� in the medial cube to ±25–30� in
the lateral cube (Fig. 4c & f), which closely matches MRI diffusion
characterisation from intact IVD [58].

The histograms in Fig. 4 do not show notable reorientation of
collagen bundles after the spine segment is compressed. However,
when average values from separate lamella are taken, the bundles
reoriented by 0.9� ± 0.4�. This is in excellent agreement with previ-
ous studies that reported a similar value of bundles re-orientated
during loading of around 1�/% strain and towards the orientation
of the adjacent lamella [24,61].

4.3. Maximum principle strain

Importantly, the resolved microstructure provided sufficient
image texture to track internal deformation using DVC (an over-
view of the process is presented in Supplementary Video 4). This
is advantageous, as previous methods for imaging displacement
in soft tissues required stains, dyed patterns or invasive markers
[26,62,63] which can cause changes in tissue structure and
rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
iomaterialia, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2019.05.021
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Fig. 6. Medial cube Lagrangian maximum principle strain: a) maximum principle strain vector components defined in local lamella coordinate system, b, c, e) maximum
principle strain plotted with image data, clipped across lamella (b) and clipped in the lamella plane (c & e), and d & f) shows principle strain vectors in the lamella plane
plotted with image data.
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Fig. 7. Lateral cube Lagrangian maximum principle strain: a) maximum principle strain vector components defined in local lamella coordinate system, b, c, e) maximum
principle strain plotted with image data, clipped across lamella (b) and clipped in the lamella plane (c & e), and d & f) shows principle strain vectors in the lamella plane
plotted with image data.
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Table 1
Lamella bundle angle from transverse plane has been shown to vary circumferentially. Most studies used dissection or lamella peeling and observation to measure bundle angle.

Bundle angle Sample handling Imaging method of measuring angle Reference

28�–45� inward to nucleus Dissection Optical microscopy [14]
Average 30�, posterior 70� Lamella peeling and dehydration Microscopic examination [13]
23� ventral to 57� dorsal Dissection Photography [60]
23� ventral to 47� dorsal Lamella peeling CCD camera analysis [10]
25–30� front to 70–90� towards posterior ligament Delamination Photography [59]
Ranged between 25� and 50� Intact joint MR diffusion [58]
Ranged between 13� and 36� measured along radial depth Intact joint Ultrahigh field MRI [30]
55–65� medial cube

25–30� lateral cube
Intact joint Synchrotron CT This study
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mechanical behaviour [34,64]. In this study, full-field strain mea-
surement is possible, which means that the local tissue strain
can be observed when compared to the more global response from
tracking markers.

Figs. 6 and 7 shows the maximum principle strain plotted
alongside the image data for both cube volumes. Overall, the max-
imum principle strain pattern is heterogeneous throughout the
local ECM without strain concentration at lamellae boundaries.
These results support the conclusions of Michalek et al. [25] and
Vergari et al. [24] who found that there was no slipping of the
lamella boundary from direct confocal observations of AF tissue
under load. It also provides further evidence against a disputed
interpretation in an earlier study by Bruehlmann et al. [26] who
suggested slipping at lamella boundary due to cells undergoing
large motions in the interlamellar space. This is an example where
tracking discrete markers can be misleading when compared to
full-field strain measurement. Furthermore, discrete markers are
not able to capture local in-homogenities as presented here and
described by Spera et al. [65] who measured 3D surface deforma-
tion of an intact disc.

Maximum principle strain appears to be localised and traverse
across lamellae in a network with spacing of �60 mm. This pattern
has a similar description to the AF shear strain inhomogeneities
Fig. 8. Multiscale fibre organisation of the AF. A converging elastic network at bundle and
for visualisation is relatively sparse, and not to scale, when compared to imaging studie
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described by Han et al. [66]. In their study, there was strong strain
localisation which is comparable to the results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
But, different spatial patterns may be present due to different load-
ing modes (circumferential shear was applied by Han et al. [66])
and testing dissected tissue. The spatial pattern observed in Figs. 6
and 7 has some similarities to the elastic network distribution
depicted by Tavakoli et al. [22,23] who suggest that this network
is important for disc structural integrity. The illustration in Fig. 8
shows a highly integrated elastic network through the AF where
elastic fibres are woven through collagen bundles and join and
merge between the collagen bundles and lamellae. The inter lamel-
lae dependency, shown by higher strain regions across multiple
lamellae (Figs. 6b and 7b) and no slipping at the lamella boundary,
relates well with the converging elastic network. Still, an improve-
ment in imaging is required to confirm this. Therefore, we propose
that the AF should be described as a multiscale fibre reinforced
composite which includes both fibrous collagen and elastic fibre
networks. The fibrous collagen bundles are acting as a composite
fibre reinforcement phase, whereas the dense and interconnected
elastic network is functioning as a matrix phase with low shear
stiffness for flexibility and high strength to support loads. These
are unique properties as it is unlikely that a non-fibrous biopoly-
mer material would have this combination of properties.
lamella boundaries provides stability. Note that the elastic network illustrated here
s which show a much denser network encircling collagen bundles.

rotron tomography of intervertebral disc deformation quantified by digital
iomaterialia, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2019.05.021
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A comparison between the two cubes shows that there is regio-
nal variation in overall deformation mechanics. The medial cube
has higher radial strain values when compared to the lateral cube
(Figs. 6a and 7a). The maximum principle strain vectors are plotted
alongside the image data in the lamella plane showing that their
direction is aligned with bundle structure (Figs. 6d, f, and 7d, f).
When strain direction was quantified, there was overall good
alignment with the different bundle orientations for both cubes
(Supplementary Fig. 2). It is encouraging to compare the results
of these figures to several reports which showed that collagen fib-
rils un-crimped or stretched when load was applied to AF tissue
segments [24–26]. Whilst fibrous collagen structures clearly have
a mechanical role in the AF, proteoglycan-rich domains have been
suggested to be responsible for heterogeneous strain patterns
through the local ECM [67].

The results displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 show the cumulative
strain from D0 to D4. To help demonstrate the validity of the anal-
ysis, strain data from the repeat scan at D0 and the intermediate
results can be found in Supplementary Fig. 3 (tracking information
in Fig. 5). It is reassuring that these intermediate results show a
progression of increasing strain in both cubes. Supplementary
Figs. 4 and 5 show maximum principle strain for the repeat scan
at D0 plotted with the image data for both cubes (equivalent loca-
tions are taken as in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7). In comparison, the strain pat-
terns displayed for the cubes at D0 appear to be similar to D4 but
with a lower magnitude, this may be related to microstructural
creep during the repeat scan time. Importantly, residual tracking
error does not increase or change distribution through the com-
pression sequence which indicates reliable tracking (Fig. 5c).

Note the advantages of taking measurements within the interior
of intact samples when compared to surface observations of dis-
sected tissue under load. The dissected samples from previous stud-
ieswere not restrained by endplates or influenced byNP hydrostatic
pressure which may have caused the AF to behave non-
physiologically. Vergari et al. [24] described considerable transverse
shrinkage of AF tissuewithout endplates during tensile loading. Fur-
thermore, the applied uniaxial strain used in these studies could be
greater than the strain present in the AF when an intact disc is com-
pressed; for example, strain applied until failure [61].

4.4. Study limitations and future directions

It is important to bear in mind limitations of synchrotron CT.
Firstly, synchrotron facilities can be accessed based on peer review
application but are not as widely available as other imaging tech-
niques. Secondly, the experiment is restricted to the beamline’s
capabilities. For example, rat lumbar spine samples were chosen
to suit the beamline field of view and resolution. For a synchrotron
(parallel) beam, field of view is ultimately restricted by the beam
dimensions (largest field of view available at Diamond-
Manchester Branchline is 14 � 9.6 mm). Additionally, a compro-
mise between field of view and resolution has to be made.
Although considerably smaller than a human IVD, the normalised
IVD geometry of small animal models is close to human [68], par-
ticularly lumbar samples due to their limacon shape (concave at
posterior surface) compared with circular tail geometry.
Microstructural variation in collagenous tissue (such as thickness
and number of lamellae) has been linked to the mechanical loads
experienced in vivo [69] and so load magnitude must be suitable
for that animal. IVD biomechanical properties are conserved across
small animal models [70] and rat spine morphology has been
shown as an appropriate model for axial loading of the human
spine [71]. Furthermore, quadrupeds experience axial loads [72]
caused by muscle and ligament constraining forces and also
demonstrated by endplate to endplate organisation of the verte-
brae trabeculae. Non-chondrodystrophoid models (pigs, rodents
Please cite this article as: C. M. Disney, A. Eckersley, J. C. McConnell et al., Synch
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and some dogs) retain their notochord cells which are considered
to be responsible for tissue repair and protecting against degener-
ation [73] but their effect on IVD micromechanics is not known.

The loading regime chosen was dependent on tissue relaxation
and scan time. Shorter scan times limit the amount of slow tissue
relaxation movement during the scan and so would enable a higher
loading frequency. Scan time may be decreased in future studies by
reducing image artefacts (through experiment set up or reconstruc-
tion methods) and therefore reducing the number of projections
required. It is challenging to image the soft – calcified tissue inter-
face due to variation in absorption of X-rays which, confounded by
the phase contrast imagingmode used in this study, caused obscur-
ing streaking artefacts. These artefacts can be reduced in future
imaging by carefully positioning the sample in the beam.

Finally, imaging parameters must be carefully considered to
compromise between image quality, reducing scan time and there-
fore minimising radiation dose. A filtered pink beam was used to
reduce potential radiation damage. Although effects of radiation
dose were not directly investigated, radiation damage was not
apparent from the force curves which remained consistent
throughout the experiment and strain patterns developed over
the compression steps. Evidence of a decrease in vertebrae
strength caused by radiation [74] such as microstructural changes
or cracks were not observed.

A key strength of this study is that a native intact sample was
tested. However, physiological loading of the disc, besides com-
pression from weight bearing, is complex and includes torsion
and bending for flexibility which when under dynamic conditions
are known to cause damage to the disc [31,75,76]. More complex
loading regimes will be important for future studies but may be
challenged by the artefacts observed in this study.
5. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to quantify IVD deformation
within an intact spine segment. The 3D structure of the disc was
resolved at microscale resolution using synchrotron CT which
allowed measurement of bundle angle and supported digital vol-
ume correlation to track displacement of AF microstructure. This
is the first study to directly image and trace AF bundles within
an intact spine segment under compression, which will be of use
to IVD mechanics research [77,78]. The strain analysis undertaken
here builds on previous research in IVD experimental mechanics
and imaging observations where: no slipping is observed at the
lamella boundary [24,25], heterogeneous strain patterns can be
observed throughout the local ECM [67] and strain localises to
form a network similar to the distribution of the elastic network
[22,23] and is aligned with bundle structure [24–26].

These methods provide a detailed insight into native IVD
micromechanics and have the potential to bridge the gap between
measures of macro-mechanical properties with the local 3D micro-
mechanical environment experienced by cells. This study lays the
groundwork for future research into: i) mechanical models which
will be closer to IVD structure, ii) informing the design of potential
tissue engineered IVD replacements and iii) evaluating the effects
of surgical intervention on IVD mechanics. Beyond the IVD, it is
likely that similar approaches could be employed to map 3D struc-
ture and strain within other non-calcified tissues.
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